Optimized ultra-fast imaging sequence (OUFIS).
The DUFIS sequence can make ultra-fast images (approximately 10 ms) without the use of rapidly switched gradients. The RF excitation sequence is spatially selective so that only a small fraction of the magnetization in each imaging pixel is used which produces a poor imaging signal to noise ratio (SNR). We have developed several alternative RF sequences that use RF pulses with multiple phases, and also with just 0 degrees and 180 degrees phases to excite almost all the magnetization in a pixel and greatly improve the SNR. The optimization of these pulse sequences (now called OUFIS) have been conducted both analytically and by numerical searches, with various linear and nonlinear models. Both theoretical and computational methods used in the optimizations are described in detail. Preliminary experimental results are briefly presented with several possible applications of the OUFIS excitation sequences suggested.